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1. INTRODUCTION
< <Let G be a finite group and let p be a prime dividing its order G .
Ž .Suppose G admits an irreducible complex character which is induced
< < < < 2 Ž .from some subgroup H. Then G - H by character degrees . If in
addition ``H is small compared with G'' there should be some implications
on the structure of G or the embedding of H in G. Indeed it has been
w xshown in R that if H is an abelian subgroup then it necessarily is
subnormal in G. This does not carry over to nilpotent subgroups, in
general.
In this paper we study the situation where H s P is a Sylow p-subgroup
of G. We have a corresponding result:
THEOREM A. If some character of the Sylow p-subgroup P of G induces
Ž .irreducibly to G, then the centre Z P of P is subnormal in G.
Ž .Thus the largest normal p-subgroup O G of G is nontrivial. It is quitep
Ž .easy to see that O G s 1, and it turns out that G is p-constrained, thatp9
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .is, C O G : O G s F* G . Of course, this implies that Z P :G p p
Ž .O G and hence Theorem A.p
THEOREM B. Suppose G admits an irreducible character x such that
< < Ž . Ž .G rx 1 is a power of the prime p. Then G is p-constrained with O G s 1.p9
The crucial step in the proof of these theorems is to ensure that G
Ž .cannot be a nonabelian simple or quasisimple group. It is known that if
G is p-constrained, the principal block is the unique p-block precisely
Ž .when O G s 1. So it was basic for our approach to show that wheneverp9
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some character of P induces irreducibly to G, then G has a unique
Ž .p-block Lemma 4 .
Groups having a unique p-block are of p-deficiency class 0, in the
terminology of Brauer. There exist only finitely many such groups whose
Sylow p-subgroups have a given order. Nevertheless it seems to be rather
Ž w x.difficult to characterize these groups cf. Feit F, p. 247 . On the other
Ž .hand the pairs X, p are known where X is a nonabelian simple group of
Ž .p-deficiency class 0. There are only two such pairs, namely M , 2 and22
Ž . Ž .M , 2 see the Appendix . Of course, this refers to the classification of24
w xthe finite simple groups. It also makes use of work by Michler M and
w xWillems W showing that every simple group of Lie type has a block of
defect 0, in any characteristic.
Unfortunately the authors were not able to avoid reference to the
classification theorem. There exist examples showing that, in the situation
Ž . Ž .of the theorems, G need not be p-stable p odd nor S -free p s 2 . In4
general no conjugacy functor will control p-fusion in G. So local group
Ž .theory is not very helpful as well as local representation theory . Certainly
special cases can be handled this way, for instance, it is easy to show that
Ž .Z P is normal in G if and only if G is p-normal.
A further reason for this failure probably is that there is just no
Ž .restriction on the structure of GrO G . The following holds true:p
THEOREM C. Gi¤en any finite group X there exists a finite F X-module Vp
such that, for any group extension V u G ‚ X, the group G admits an
irreducible character which is induced from a Sylow p-subgroup.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus GrO G ( XrO X , and we know from Theorem B that O Gp p p
Ž .s F* G . The module V in Theorem C is a certain permutation module
and usually rather ``big.'' Observe that it cannot be replaced by arbitrary
Ž .faithful F X-modules, in general. Consider for instance a nonabelianp
Ž . < < n Žp9-subgroup X of GL p of order X G p which exists up to certainn
.exceptions on p and n . The semidirect product G s XV of this p9-group
acting on its natural module V s F n cannot have a character of this kindp
Ž .by character degrees . So the condition on the generalized Fitting sub-
Ž .group F* G to be a p-group is necessary but in general not sufficient for
G to have an irreducible character induced from a Sylow p-subgroup.
For groups of Lie type there exist interesting specifications of the
module V.
THEOREM D. Suppose X is an adjoint group of Lie type of characteristic p
Ž .and V is its Steinberg module in characteristic p . Then the semidirect product
G s XV admits an irreducible character which is induced from a Sylow
p-subgroup.
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The Steinberg module is projective and determines a p-block of X of
Ž 0defect 0; so every group extension splits. We do not insist that X s X is
generated by its p-elements so that there may be further p-blocks of
.defect 0.
Ž . Ž 2 . 2 Ž .In case X s SL q or SU q for a p-power q, or X s B q is a2 3 2
Suzuki group when p s 2, the natural module V applies. It follows that
the Glauberman groups, occurring as sections in groups for which the
usual local methods fail, have characters of the kind considered.
2. p-INDUCED CHARACTERS
< <Throughout G is a finite group and p a prime dividing G . Further
Ž .x g Irr G is an irreducible character of G and P a Sylow p-subgroup of
G. We call x p-induced if it satisfies any of the equivalent conditions in
LEMMA 1. The following conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž . G Ž .i x s z for some irreducible character z of P;
Ž . < < Ž .ii G rx 1 is a power of p.
Ž . Ž .Proof. The implication i « ii is obvious. Conversely, suppose that
Ž . n < < < < < <x 1 s p G where G s G : P is the p9-part of the order of G.p9 p9
Write the restriction of x to P as
x s e z q ??? qe z ,P 1 1 r r
the z being the distinct irreducible constituents occurring with multiplic-i
Ž . niity e G 1. Of course z 1 s p for certain integers n G 0. By Frobeniusi i i
reciprocity x occurs in z G with multiplicity e . The degree of z G isi i i
n i < < ni np G . We conclude that p G e p for all i. In particular n G n. Onp9 i i
the other hand, if n ) n for all i then pnq1 would divide the degree of x .i
Ž . n GThus there exists z s z such that z 1 s p . It is clear now that x s z .i
LEMMA 2. Suppose x is p-induced. Then x is of q-defect 0 for any prime
Ž .q / p and so x x s 0 unless x g G is a p-element. Furthermore,
Ž . Ž . Ž .a Ker x : O G ,p
Ž . Ž .b O G s 1, andp9
Ž . Ž . Ž .c C P s Z P .G
w xProof. For the preliminary statement see for instance F, IV. 4.20 . This
Ž . Ž .readily gives a . Moreover, we see that the restriction to O G of x is anp9
integral multiple of the regular character. By Clifford's theorem this forces
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Ž . Ž w x .that O G s 1. This may be deduced also from Theorem A in IN .p9
Ž .Finally, since x is irreducibly induced from P we have C P : P.G
LEMMA 3. Suppose again that x is p-induced. Then, for any normal
subgroup N / 1 of G, the irreducible constituents of x are p-induced.N
Proof. By Clifford's theorem
x s e u q ??? qu ,Ž .N 1 s
where the irreducible constituents u are G-conjugate. Thus s is the indexj
Ž .of the inertia group T s T u , where u s u say. It is well known that theG 1
< < Žramification index e is a divisor of T : N see the proof of Proposition 1
. Ž . Ž . Ž . < <below . Hence x 1 s es u 1 with es dividing G : N . The result is now
immediate.
Remark. Suppose x is p-induced and H is a subgroup of G. Whenever
G Ž .x s z for some z g Irr H , then z is p-induced as well. Such a
Ž .character z exists, in particular, if H = P up to G-conjugacy or if H is
the inertia group in G of some irreducible constituent of x where N is aN
normal subgroup of G.
3. SOME BLOCK THEORY
Keep the conventions fixed in the preceding section. We assume that x
G Ž .is p-induced and that x s z for some z g Irr P .
Ž .LEMMA 4. The principal block b G is the unique p-block of G.0
Ž . Ž . ŽProof. Consider the normalizer H s N P . By Lemma 2 b appliedG
H . Ž . Žto H and z we have O H s 1. Since H is p-solvable and hencep9
. Ž wp-constrained , the principal block is the unique p-block of H see F,
x. w xV.3.10 or X.1.5 . Brauer's First Main Theorem on blocks F, III.9.7 yields
Ž .that the principal block b G is the unique p-block of G with defect0
group P.
Ž .Now let D : P be a defect group of some arbitrary p-block of G.
Ž . z ŽBy a result of Green there exists z g C D such that D s P l P cf.G
w x. z Ž z.F, III.8.14 . Thus the conjugate character z of P agrees with z when
restricted to D. Since x s z G is irreducible, Mackey's criterion forces
that z g P. Hence D s P and we are done.
Ž .COROLLARY 1. Suppose H s N Q for some p-subgroup Q of G orG
Ž . Ž .H s C y for some p-element y of G. Then b H is the unique p-block ofG 0
Ž .H and, therefore, O H s 1.p9
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Proof. This follows by standard arguments from the fact that G has
G Ž .p-deficiency class 0. Note that if b is any p-block of H, then b s b G is0
Ž .defined and so b s b H by Brauer's Third Main Theorem on blocks0
w x Ž . Ž w x.F, V.6.2 . It is obvious that then O H s 1 e.g., see F, XII.2.3 .p9
Ž .COROLLARY 2. Suppose M is a proper maximal subgroup of G contain-
ing P. There exists a subgroup P : P such that:0
Ž . Ž . Ž .a H s N P is p-constrained with P s F* H ;G 0 0
Ž . Ž .b N P is a Sylow p-subgroup of H and HrP has a stronglyP 0 0
p-embedded subgroup;
Ž . ² :c G s M, H .
Ž . GProof. There is u g Irr M such that x s u . Choose an element
x g G _ M. Since u is p-induced and vanishes off the p-elements of M
Ž . xLemmas 1 and 2 , by Mackey's criterion there is a p-element y g M l M
such that
u y / u x y s u y xy1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Replacing y and y x
y1
by suitable M-conjugates, if necessary, we may
Ž .assume that both elements are in P Sylow . Application of Goldschmidt's
w xfusion theorem G , together with Corollary 1, yields the existence of a
Ž . Ž . Ž .subgroup P of P such that H s N P satisfies a , b , and of elements0 G 0
Ž . Ž x 0y1.y g P , x g H such that u y / u y . It is then clear that x f M0 0 0 0 0 0
² :and so G s M, H .
Comment. It follows that G has no strongly p-embedded subgroup.
Moreover, our argument shows that no p-conjugacy functor W on G
Ž Ž ..controls p-fusion unless N W P s G. If for instance G is p-normal,G
Ž . Ž .the centre W s Z controls p-fusion in G Burnside and therefore Z P is
normal in G.
COROLLARY 3. G is not quasisimple.
Proof. As already mentioned the Mathieu groups M and M have22 24
unique 2-blocks but otherwise the nonabelian simple groups are not of
Ž .p-deficiency class 0 for any prime p Appendix . The Mathieu groups and
Žtheir covering groups do not admit 2-induced irreducible characters Atlas
w x. Ž .A . Using that O G s 1 and that central p-extensions of groups havep9
w xthe same number of p-blocks as the groups themselves F, V.4.5 , we see
that G cannot be quasisimple.
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM B
By hypothesis G admits an irreducible p-induced character. By Lemma
Ž . Ž .2 a , O G s 1. We know that G is not quasisimple. In order to showp9
< <that G is p-constrained we argue by induction on G .
By Lemma 3 the assumption is preserved when passing to nontrivial
Ž . Ž .normal or subnormal subgroups. So let N be a proper maximal normal
Ž . Žsubgroup of G. Then N / 1 is p-constrained by induction and clearly
Ž . .O N s 1 . Letp9
C s C O N .Ž .Ž .G p
This is a normal subgroup of G. Since GrN is simple and N is p-con-
Ž Ž ..strained, either C s Z O N , which readily implies that G is p-con-p
Ž Ž ..strained, or G s CN and C l N s Z O N .p
Ž Ž ..We have to treat the second alternative. Then CrZ O G ( GrN isp
simple. Suppose first that C s G. Then N is a central p-subgroup of G. It
is then impossible that GrN is a p9-group. Either G is an abelian p-group
Ž < <.of order p N , or G9 is a quasisimple group and G s G9N. This latter
case has been ruled out.
ŽSo let C / G. Then by induction C is p-constrained and admits an
. Ž Ž ..irreducible p-induced character . Since Z O N is central in C andp
Ž Ž .. ŽCrZ O N simple, this implies that C is an abelian p-group of orderp
< Ž . <. Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .p O N . It follows that O G s CO N and that C O G : O G .p p p G p p
This completes the proof of Theorem B.
Recall that Theorem A is weaker than Theorem B.
5. INERTIA GROUPS
Knowing that in the situation of these theorems G has a nontrivial
normal p-subgroup, we may invoke Clifford theory. Let N be a normal
Ž . Ž .p-subgroup of G and z g Irr N , and let T s T z be its inertia group.G
Recall that induction defines a bijection between the irreducible charac-
w x Žters of T and G lying over z F, V.2.2 . A character of G is said to lie
.over z if its restriction to N contains z .
Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Suppose x g Irr G is p-induced and lies o¤er z . Then
Ž .F* TrN is a p-group.
Proof. Clearly N : T , and we may assume that this inclusion is proper.
Let u be the homogeneous component of x with respect to z , that is, the
irreducible character of T lying over z such that x s u G. Then u is
Ž w x.p-induced. By Clifford theory e.g., see S there exist a distinguished
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central extension N u T ‚ TrN, where N is a cyclic group of order0 0 0
Ž .exp N , and irreducible characters u of T and z of the fibre-product0 0 0
Ž .T ]T amalgamating TrN such that0
u s u ? z and z 1 s z 1Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž .z s z on N ]1 ( N . We see that the Clifford correspondent u to u0 0
Žwhich is determined by u up to a linear character of TrN and whose
Ž . < <.degree e s u 1 is a divisor of TrN is a p-induced character of T .0 0
Ž .From Theorem B it follows that F s F* T is a p-group. We show0 0
Ž .that F* T rN s F rN , which gives the proposition as T rN ( TrN.0 0 0 0 0 0
Ž .. Ž .Since N : F is a central p-subgroup of T , C F rN rC F is a0 0 0 T 0 0 T 00 0
Ž Ž ..p-group isomorphic to a subgroup of Hom F rN , N . Now use that0 0 0
Ž .C F : F .T 0 00
PROPOSITION 2. There exists an irreducible p-induced character of G lying
o¤er z pro¤ided one of the following conditions holds:
Ž . Ž .i T s T z is a p-group;G
Ž .ii TrN has an irreducible p-induced character, and z can be extended
to a character of T.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Sufficiency of condition i is obvious. As for ii , suppose u is an
Ž .irreducible character of T extending z and that c g Irr TrN is p-
Ž .Ginduced. Then uc is an irreducible p-induced character of T , and uc is
as required.
6. p-EXTENSIONS
Let X be any finite group and U a Sylow p-subgroup of X. We denote
Ž .by V the transitive permutation F X-module determined by the action ofp
X on the right cosets modulo U. This is the module meant in
THEOREM C. Let V u G ‚ X be any group extension to this module.
Then G admits an irreducible p-induced character.
Proof. As an F -vector space V s [ V x , where V s F is viewed asp i 0 i 0 p
 4the trivial F U-module and x is a set of representatives for the rightp i
cosets of U in X. Thus for any 0 / ¤ g V we have0 0
C ¤ s U.Ž .X 0
w xNow V ( V * is a selfdual module F, IX.3.2 , and we may identify V * with
Žthe character group of the elementary abelian p-group V through some
fixed isomorphism between F and the group of complex pth roots ofp
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.unity . We conclude that there exists a linear character z of V such that U
is its stabilizer. In other words, in the extension group G we have
Ž .T z s P where P is the Sylow p-subgroup of G mapping onto U. ApplyG
Ž .Proposition 2 i .
Ž .In case G splits over V, the character z can be extended to a linear
Ž .G Ž .character u of P. Then uc with c varying over Irr U are the distinct
irreducible p-induced characters of G lying over z . Note however that
there are nonsplit extensions unless X is a p9-group, because
H 2 X , V ( H 2 U, FŽ . Ž .p
Ž .by Shapiro's lemma. Of course, we may replace V by its ``heart'' VrC X ,V
which is selfdual as well. But in general V cannot be replaced by arbitrary
faithful F X-modules:p
Ž . < < nEXAMPLE 1. Let X be a p9-subgroup of GL p of order X G p .n
ŽSuch a group exists up to certain exceptions on p and n; in case n G 2 is
Ž n.prime to p one may pick X s G p as the group of semilinear automor-
Ž n . . nnphisms on F , which has order n p y 1 . View V s F as a naturalp p
Ž .usually irreducible module for X, and let G s XV be the semidirect
Ž .product. Then F* G s V is the Sylow p-subgroup of G. Here G cannot
< < < < 2 Ž < <have an irreducible p-induced character as G G V and G s
Ž .2 .Ý x 1 .x g IrrŽG.
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose X is an abelian p9-group and V is a faithful
F X-module. We assert that then the semidirect product G s XV admitsp
irreducible p-induced characters. By Maschke's theorem V s [ V isi i
semisimple, and X acts on each simple direct summand V throughi
Ž .multiplications with nonzero elements from the field k s End V .i F X ip
Ž . Ž .Hence C ¤ s C V for any nonzero ¤ g V . Let ¤ s Ý ¤ . ThenX i X i i i i i
C ¤ s C ¤ s 1Ž . Ž .FX X i
i
since X acts faithfully on V. As X-sets, V and the character group of the
elementary abelian p-group V are isomorphic, because X is a p9-group.
Ž . Ž . GHence there exists z g Irr V such that T z s V, and x s z is anG
irreducible p-induced character of G.
7. GROUPS OF LIE TYPE
We fix a finite group X with a split BN-pair of characteristic p and
Žrank n G 1 satisfying the commutator relations see Curtis and Reiner
w x . Ž .CR for the necessary background . So B s N U s HU where U is aX
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Sylow p-subgroup of X and H is an abelian p9-group. As usual X 0 s
p9Ž . Ž .O X denotes the subgroup of X generated by the unipotent p-ele-
ments. X 0 has a split BN-pair resulting from that of X. One has
Ž . 0 0 0O X s 1 and X s X H. In particular XrX ( HrH l X is abelian.p
Validity of the commutator relations has strong impact on the geometry
Ž .and structure of X. The combinatorial building D X associated to X is a
Ž w x.Moufang complex in the terminology of MS , and the following holds.
Ž . xLEMMA 5. The centre Z X s F B is the kernel of the action of Xx g X
Ž .on the building D X and also the kernel of the Steinberg character St .X
Ž . Ž .Moreo¤er, Z X s O B .p9
w xThis is checked on the basis of Theorem 5 in MS . It should be
compared with the fact that the centre of a connected reductive group
coincides with the centre of its Borel groups. By virtue of the classification
Ž .of the split BN-pairs, and known results on Schur multipliers and
0 Ž .automorphisms, the structures of X and XrZ X are well understood. X
Ž .is said to be an adjoint group provided Z X s 1.
Recall that the absolutely irreducible p-modular representations of X
Žare parametrized by so-called weights with regard to the fixed BN-pair;
w x w x.see Curtis C and CR, Sect. 72 . Usually one works over an algebraically
closed base field of characteristic p. Since Schur indices are 1 Galois
descent is easy:
Given an absolutely irreducible p-modular representation of X to the
Ž . Ž .weight m; ? , ? , ? , let k be the finite field generated over F by itsp
Ž .character values. There is a absolutely simple kX-module V affording this
Žrepresentation. By restriction of scalars V is a simple F X-module. Sop
Galois conjugate representations over the prime field yield the same
.F X-modules. We may identify k with the endomorphism field of V, andp
w xthe fixed submodule under U is a k-line C, 4.3 :
End V s k and C U s k¤ .Ž . Ž .F X Vp
Then k¤ is the weight line and 0 / ¤ g V a weight ¤ector of V. It is
Ž .immediate that k¤ is the unique k-line stable under B s N U . H ( BrUX
Ž .acts on k¤ via the irreducible k-character m.
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose X s X 0 is of rank n s 1. Then H is cyclic.
Ž .Assume that H / 1 and that m is faithful on H, determining a weight m; 0
and a simple F X-module V. Let V * be its F -dual. Then e¤ery groupp p
extension V * u G ‚ X gi¤es rise to irreducible p-induced characters of G.
Proof. Observe that H / 1 except for some few cases where p s 2 and
Ž 2 Ž . Ž ..X is F -rational plus A 4 and A 3 . From the classification of the split2 2 1
w xBN-pairs of rank 1, surveyed in Sz , and using Lemma 5 and information
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on the Schur multipliers of the simple groups involved, one obtains that
0 Ž . UX s X is a Chevalley group or a twisted analog of rank 1 . Now H ( Fq
Ž . Ž Ž .in case X s X q is F -rational and universal meaning X s SL q forq 2
Ž . 2type A and SU q for type A , and the usual Suzuki and Ree groups1 3 2
2 Ž . 2 Ž . .B q , G q when p s 2 resp. p s 3 . At any rate H is cyclic.2 2
Ž . Ž . w xSo m faithful on H exists, determining the weight m; 0 C, 5.7 and,
Ž .up to isomorphism, the module V. Then k s End V contains theF Xp
< <H th roots of unity. Let k¤ be the weight line in V. Then
B s N k¤ and U s C k¤Ž . Ž .X X
are its stabilizer resp. centralizer, because B is maximal in X s X 0 and m
is faithful. The dual module V * is a simple F X-module whose endomor-p
Žphism field may be identified with k. V * is obtained from the k-dual of V
.by restriction of scalars. Using the natural isomorphism V ** s V we may
Ž .view z s ¤ as a linear character of V * lifted to characteristic 0 . Then, in
Ž .any extension group G, the inertia group T z is the Sylow p-subgroup ofG
Ž .G mapping onto U. Apply Proposition 2 i once again.
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .COROLLARY. Let X s SL q or SU q or B q , and let V be the2 3 2
natural X-module. Then e¤ery group extension V u G ‚ X gi¤es rise to
irreducible p-induced characters.
Ž .Proof. Here X s X q is k-rational where k s F and V is the k-spaceq
Ž .of row vectors of dimension 2 resp. 3 resp. 4. We have k ( End V ,F Xp
and H ( k* via the map m sending a diagonal matrix in H onto its first
Ž .entry. Thus V belongs to m; 0 . Moreover, V ( V * as F X-modules sincep
ŽV carries a nonsingular X-invariant F -bilinear form SL s Sp andp 2 2
2 sŽ . Ž . .B : Sp ; SU q s SU p with s even .2 4 3 3
The extensions described in the corollary may be nonsplit. For instance,
2Ž Ž . . s 2Ž2 Ž . .one has H SL q , V s F when q s 2 G 8 and H B q , V s F2 q 2 q
s w xwhen q s 2 G 32 B .
EXAMPLE 3. Let G s Y 0 for some maximal parabolic subgroup Y of
Ž . Ž .the group A q with q a power of the prime p, or of B q when p s 2,2 2
Ž .or of G q when p s 3. Then G is a Glauberman group as mentioned in2
the Introduction; these groups underlie the pushing-up theorem by Niles
w xN . Here there are symmetries of the Dynkin diagrams yielding nontrivial
Ž .graph automorphisms. G is a split extension of X s SL q acting on the2
Ž .unipotent radical O Y such that some X-composition factor is thep
Ž .natural module. From the preceding corollary and its proof it follows that
G admits irreducible p-induced characters. No nonidentity characteristic
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Žsubgroup of a Sylow p-subgroup of G is normal in G cf. the comment in
.Section 3 .
THEOREM D. Suppose X is an adjoint group and V is its Steinberg
module. Then the semidirect product G s XV admits an irreducible p-induced
character.
Proof. V is an absolutely simple and projective F X-module. Thep
Žadjointness condition ensures that V is faithful Lemma 5; note that St isX
. Ž .the Brauer character of V . Lemma 5 also guarantees that O B s 1 andp9
so H acts faithfully on U.
Ž . Ž w xV belongs to the weight 1 ; y1, . . . , y1 . See Curtis C, 5.11 butH
< 0 < .observe that there are XrX distinct p-blocks of defect 0. V ( V * is
selfdual. This is obvious in case X s X 0 has only one p-block of defect 0,
Ž .but is true in general as may be seen from the unique rational lift of V to
characteristic 0. The weight associated to V corresponds to the characteri-
zation of the Steinberg character St , valid for arbitrary BN-pairs, as theX
Žunique irreducible character of X whose restriction to B contains 1 withB
.multiplicity 1 but whose restriction to a standard parabolic Y / B does
w xnot contain 1 CR, 67.10 .Y
w xWe may thus conclude from C, 6.6 that B is the centralizer of the
weight line F ¤ in V and, by duality, that there is a linear character z of Vp
Ž . Ž .such that T s T z maps onto B. There is a linear character of TG
extending z , because T splits over V.
Since H is a p9-group acting faithfully on the p-group U, it acts
Ž . Ž . Žfaithfully on UrF U where F U denotes the Frattini subgroup Burn-
. Ž .side . As H is abelian, Example 2 shows that BrF U , hence B, has an
Ž .irreducible p-induced character. Apply finally Proposition 2 ii .
Remark. The structure of the H-group U is well understood for small
rank. If X s X 0 is adjoint of rank 1, and excluding the few cases where
Ž Ž .H s 1, B is a Frobenius group with kernel U namely when X s A q or1
2 Ž .. Ž . Ž 2 Ž . 2 Ž ..B q or BrF U is a Frobenius group for X s A q or G q . Then2 2 2
every nontrivial simple F X-module V is faithful and the semidirectp
product G s XV has irreducible p-induced characters.
APPENDIX: SIMPLE GROUPS OF DEFICIENCY CLASS 0
Ž .Our target is to show that if X, p is a pair where X is a simple
nonabelian group of p-deficiency class 0, then p s 2 and X is one of the
Mathieu groups M or M .22 24
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Sporadic Groups. The sporadic simple groups have blocks of defect 0,
with the following exceptions: M , M , M , J , HS, Suz, Ru, Co , Co ,12 22 24 2 1 3
BM for p s 2 and Suz, Co for p s 3. The groups M , J , HS, Ru have3 12 2
2-blocks of defect 2, the groups Suz, Co , Co , BM s F of defect 3.1 3 2
ŽExcept for Co , which has also a 2-block of defect 1, these are the unique3
.2-blocks besides the principal block. Finally, Suz has three 3-blocks of
defects 7, 2, 1 and Co two such blocks of defects 7, 1.3
Alternating Groups. A has a p-block of defect 0 for all primes p G 5n
w xGO ; for p s 2 and p s 3 there are certain exceptions. On the basis of
w xJK, 6.1.46 it is easy to show that A has more than one p-block for p s 2n
and for p s 3:
p s 2. If n G 5 is odd, A has blocks corresponding to the 2-coresn
w x w x w x w x Ž1 and 2, 1 . If n is even, consider the 2-cores 0 and 3, 2, 1 . For
w x w x .example, the character n y 3, 2, 1 belongs to 3, 2, 1 .
Ž . w x w xp s 3. For n ’ 0 mod 3 appropriate 3-cores are 0 and 4, 2 ; for
Ž . w x w x Ž .n ’ 1 mod 3 consider the 3-cores 1 and 3, 1 ; for n ’ 2 mod 3 con-
w x w x Ž w xsider the 3-cores 2 and 5, 3 . For example, the character n y 3, 3
w x .belongs to 5, 3 .
Groups of Lie Type. Every simple group of Lie type has a block of
w x w xdefect 0, in any characteristic, as shown by Michler M and Willems W .
Apply the classification of the finite simple groups.
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